
 Kristin Keith:Where is everybody from? 

 Jenny Gier:Scottsbluff, NE 

 Amy Barrett:Evansville, IN 

 Lindsey Haubert:Tiffin, OH 

 Corey Cohen:New Jersey 

 Linda Bright:Perris CA 

 James Kane:Elgin, IL 

 Corey Cohen:stuck in the snow storm today 

 Holly Rhoads:Cleveland, OK 

 Melissa Webber:Portsmouth,NH 

 Hoda Fouad:NJ 

 Michael Lanstrum:Cleveland, OH 

 Roland Thibault:Westbrook, Maine 

 Abir Lutfiyya:FL 

 Jana Price:Jana Price: Mobile, AL 

 Corey Cohen:hoda where in NJ 

 Shally-Ann Chambers-Toranty:Jamaica 

 Kurt Salisbury:Waco, TX 

 DeLynn Hughes:Spokane, Washington 

 Hoda Fouad:Newark 

 Kenneth  Holder  3:hello 

 Laura Williams:Pittsburgh, PA 

 Patricia  Montgomery:Patricia Montgomery: Fairfax, VA 

 Elizabeth Layne:Richmond, VA 



 Elisa Allan:San Diego, CA 

 Pamela  Douglas:Pamela Douglas St Petersburg, FL 

 Emily Mazur:Columbus. OH 

 Margaret Nordman:Grand Rapids, MI 

 Arpita Shah:Baldwin Park, California  

 Michelle Kornitz:Milwaukee, WI 

 Randee Blair 2:Evanston, IL 

 Francis Kisner:Francis Kisner:  Central Pennsylvania 

 Stephanie Hansen:Idaho 

 Steve Foster:Lake Forest, IL 

 Julie Margolis:Julie Margolis, Charleston, WV 

 Rick Hudson:Evansville, IN 

 Jessica Duehning:Rolla, MO 

 Brenda Goudreau:Brenda Goudreau Chester nh 

 Judy Poirier:judy from massachusetts 

 Sherry Everding:Sherry Everding: St. Louis, MO 

 Enrique Galindo:Bloomington, Indiana 

 Stephanie Norton-McDonald:Dakota City, NE 

 Kenneth  Holder  3:Hello from Saint Vincent and the Grenadines  

 Erol Uzan:Bursa, Turkey 

 Crystal Collier:Indianapolis, IN 

 Abbye Cornfield:Phila., PA 

 Laurie Eyre:Laurie Eyre: Fairfield, IA 

 Clare St.Onge:Clare from RI 



 victoria reyes:Melbourne, FL USA 

 Payton Pearce:Oxford, MS 

 Lori Burch:Bloomfield, IN 

 Mehmet Duzgun:Mehmet Duzgun,Bloomfield, NJ 

 Joanne Cording:Joanne Cording, New Jersey 

 Louise Kaltenbach:Louise Kaltenbach:  Freehold NJ 

 Pam Koutrakos:Pam Koutrakos NJ 

 Vicki Hamdorf:Clarence, Iowa 

 Corey Cohen:Louise where do you teach, I used to teach in the boro and grew up in Manalapan 

 Louise Kaltenbach:Freehold Twp 

 Corey Cohen:which school 

 Anne Marie DeWitt 2:Pennsauken NJ 

 Katie Heuer:Akron, OH 

 Louise Kaltenbach:at Barkalow 

 valerie volland:Valerie Volland: Windsor, Ontario 

 Sandra Rossi:Sandra Rossi - Bayside, NY 

 Louise Kaltenbach:Hi Melissa 

 Melissa Staiger:Melissa Staiger: Freehold Township 

 Vicente Washington:Vicente Washington - Orange County, CA 

 Melissa Staiger:Hi Louise! 

 Corey Cohen:Melissa are you in Barkalow as well 

 Melissa Staiger:Hi Corey, I'm at Eisenhower 

 Corey Cohen:Does anyone from NJ know anyone looking for a Math job?  We have had some people 

resign recently and have a need for 7th and 8th grade math teachers, gen ed and special ed 



 Melissa Webber:Could you please go back one slide?! 

 Kristin Keith:Melissa, we will post a recording tomorrow for reference 

 Jean Lee:Hi Melissa, we can revisit it again 

 Corey Cohen:will we be able to download the power point 

 Melissa Webber:Okay, I was just taking notes. 

 Mehmet Duzgun:corey cohen I have friend he just certified if you consider him I can connect with you.  

 Kristin Keith:We will not post the powerpoint, just a recording of the webinar 

 Corey Cohen:Tell him Franklin Township in Somerset County is hiring immediately 

 Enrique Galindo:The webinar will be available as a recording at a later time. if you miss a slide you can 

go back and review it at a later time. 

 Melissa Webber:Okay thank you. 

 Mehmet Duzgun:thanks, I let him know 

 David Purvis:Canton, GA 

 Francesca Sandberg:Thanks im interested in tomorrows recording. 

 Lynn Draper:Are you going to address doing PBL with early elementary? 

 Shally-Ann Chambers-Toranty:So sorry Kristin just relealzing what the acronyn PBL means so then I 

would be a beginner ...excuse my mistake 

 Enrique Galindo:The PBL principles in this book can be applied with elementary grades as well, however 

the units in this book are for middle and high school levels 

 Stephanie Hansen:Can this reasonably be done in a 6 week block being equivalent to the first half of a 

school year? 

 Corey Cohen:absolutely, we use it in one unit and make a PBL 6 - 10 days 

 Jean Lee:Yes, stephanie! Absolutely! Just make sure your standards are integrated and assessments are 

used to provide feedback to you and students 



 Kenneth  Holder  3:is this book sale? 

 Janeth Arriola:i am teaching 4th Grade and the standards in Texas are so intese that I bearly have time 

to teach all  the requirement. I want to implement this but I do not know with the requirement. Any 

help??how to start and also wI will continue  

 Enrique Galindo:The book will be available in April 

 Abir Lutfiyya:I did something similar with my 8th graders 

 Rick Hudson:Janeth, if you are in 4th grade, are you teaching multiple subjects?  PBL projects often span 

multiple subject areas, so you may be addressing English, science, etc. with one project 

 Abir Lutfiyya:They realized how expensives things are finally  

 Janeth Arriola:Abir, Math and Science 

 Crystal Collier:They really did! it was quite an eye opener for them when they saw that monthly budget 

number get smaller and smaller... 

 Steve Foster:That seems to be the rub... taking time for this authentic (deeper) learning vs rifling 

through material to be assessed. 

 Janeth Arriola:Abir, and I have less than 120 minutes for both content 

 Elizabeth Layne:Love that cost of ownership over time was included! 

 Corey Cohen:my students would rather do PBLs they feel that they understand it better than if they had 

to take notes 

 Corey Cohen:As long as there are check points for you to make sure they are getting what they need 

out of the PBL 

 Steve Foster:Found rigor in the math to compute depreciation 

 Vicki Hamdorf:Having to choose 3 different cars and comparing all the information 

 Lindsey Haubert:Rigor shows up in the driving question and in the connection to the standards.  

 Sherry Everding:In the deep thinking that needs to take place as decisions are made as to which is the 



best deal. 

 Melissa Staiger:They really have a large number of variables to consider.  

 Linda Bright:I found rigor in the DQ and through out the math 

 Vicente Washington:The rigor would show at the point where the students took what they learned and 

applied it to the choice of a vehicle. 

 Steven Lee:Rigor is also found when reaching out to those with experience wih the type of cars 

 Mehmet Duzgun:3 differen cars and comparing their depretiation 

 Elizabeth Layne:Rigor is in the analysis of their choices,  researching/collecting the data, making 

comparisons. 

 Mehmet Duzgun:different 

 Rick Hudson:Rigor with regards to SMPs...e.g. constructing arguments 

 Elizabeth Layne:Great PBL Crystal! thanks for sharing.:) 

 Kenneth  Holder  3:rigor iis reflected in  students considering the various factors that influence 

affordbility to the buyer  

 Dorcas Boateng Asa-Ntow:Just joined from Bronx New York 

 Crystal Collier:The actual presentation portion was very rigorous as well. Oral justification in front of a 

panel of adult judges  with a Q & A at the end. 

 Jean Lee:thanks, Crystal, for contributing! 

 Elizabeth Layne:Rigor is in the reflection as well. 

 Janeth Arriola:The outcome of the project and how they presented. 

 Crystal Collier:Thanks guys. I hope it inspire you to try your own PBL units or if you do impliement my 

unit in the class I would love tyo hear how it goes! 

 Jean Lee:yes, i remembered when the students presented to the panel of judges. Judsges asked some 

tough questions! 



 Brenda Goudreau:The analysis of all the data would require a deeper level of understqnding of various 

factors to consider. 

 Steve Foster:I'm really curious to know then how we can address the number of standards we need to 

cover in a year using pbl units if we only cover 2-3 Math per unit 

 Corey Cohen:understanding graphs, real world problems 

 Crystal Collier:yes. we spent a lot of time talking about how to use the data in the decision making 

process. I used a lot of peer sharing to help them with that. Talking openly about it seemed to help 

everyone think more deeply. 

 Melissa Staiger:Steve that has always been our concern as well 

 Elizabeth Layne:It's current events. Many students are interested in sports. 

 Laurie Eyre:What if students don't like or know anything about football?  

 Vicente Washington:The Super Bowl would be relevant and of interest to most students 

 Francis Kisner:Many students take a deep interest in the sports. 

 Jessica Duehning:I see relevance in tying the project to somithing that students are interested in 

 Corey Cohen:we use a pbl in a smaller unit 

 Abir Lutfiyya:what they are talking about up until super bowl is over  

 Jean Lee:also, wasn't there a power outage during this Superbowl? 

 Steve Foster:Creating graphs and interpreting data, relevant in using an extremely popular event... even 

for non-football fans 

 Minakshi Patel:student interest most of the time is the best place to start 

 Lori Burch:Laurie, actually some students were not initially intrigued, but they all agreed that they 

watched the game with new  eyes and really enjoyed the experience. :) 

 Sherry Everding:Having the local columnist come to talk with the students. 

 Rick Hudson:Purpose is clear with realistic partner...to develop an article 



 Linda Bright:the popularity of football 

 Elizabeth Layne:Could students be given an option of a sport and complete similar work? 

 Mehmet Duzgun:real life problem connected  with graphs 

 Steven Lee:relevance can come in many diferent forms.... this data can be used to aid in sports betting, 

etc 

 Elizabeth Layne:Since this is covered by the media it could give them a voice in the current media 

discussion, 

 Vicki Hamdorf:An extension for the students that don't like the sports could do something with the 

advertising 

 Dorcas Boateng Asa-Ntow:The relevance is the connections the units make to trig functions and 

students intrest 

 Hoda Fouad:it is age appropriate 

 Lori Burch:Elizabeth, students could absolutely choose different sports! It wouldn't even have to be a 

sport. Any area where mental, physical, and emotional changes could affect performance. 

 Brenda Goudreau:Some students may not feel football is relevant in their lives but they might be able 

to give students an optiom to choose aother sport that they are interested in . 

 Lori Burch:The "nerd" comment was actually said with a laugh from the student. :) 

 Judy Poirier:when will textbooks and curriculum be written with this kind of approach? 

 Elizabeth Layne:Lori, I like the idea of of expanding beyond sports to performers, artists, musiocians, 

etc.  Thanks  for sharing! 

 Corey Cohen:having some sound interuptions 

 Elizabeth Layne:I may have missed this already, but when will the book be available? 

 Jean Lee:APRIL! at the annual! 

 Elizabeth Layne:Thanks! 



 Lynn Pincus:are these appropriate for middle school? 

 Abir Lutfiyya:thank you 

 Enrique Galindo:Yes middle and high school 

 Genie Hernandez:Thank You 

 Corey Cohen:I am losing connection 

 Lindsey Haubert:Thank you! 

 Mary Hayburn:Thank you so much. 

 Lynn Pincus:thank you! 

 Melissa Staiger:Thank you! 

 Elizabeth Layne:Thank you so much for sharing! 

 Janeth Arriola:Thank you! 

 Katie Heuer:Thank you 

 Margaret Nordman:Thank you very much! 

 Mehmet Duzgun:Thank you so much 

 Brenda Goudreau:Thank you! 

 Sherry Everding:Thank You!! 

 Jana Price:Thank yoiu very much. 

 Francesca Sandberg:Thank You 

 Linda Bright:Thank you..great presentation 

 Pamela  Douglas:thank you 

 Jean Lee:thanks for joining guys! this was fuN! 

 Dorcas Boateng Asa-Ntow:Thank you 

 James Kane:Nicely done! Thank you! 

 Enrique Galindo:Thanks to the chapter authors for joining us! 



 Vicki Hamdorf:Thank you.  Are you presenting at the annual meeting? 

 Minakshi Patel:Thank you 

 Joanne Cording:Joanne Cording:  Much thanks. 

 Patricia  Montgomery:Thank you for an interesting webinar. I look forward to reading the book. 

 Enrique Galindo:Yes we have a session on Fri 

 Jean Lee:Yes, we are presenting at the annual too. Look us up! 

 Erol Uzan:Thank you 

 Crystal Collier:Thanks everyone! 

 


